We are your partner

We are your team

International meetings, phone conferences
with London and Madrid and presentations
in English have become matters of course.
In the age of globalisation, good method
and language skills have become essential
not only for the everyday work of managers, but also for employees in international
teams or projects.

Our team of lecturers has supported companies,
universities and institutions in providing foreign-language qualification for their employees
and students since 2003.

Beyond this, successful communication depends on cultural understanding today. Familiarity with the customs in your business
partner‘s home country will allow you to find
just the right nuances in negotiations.

Our team consists of native and second-language speakers alike. All of them are certified, dedicated to their tasks and have plenty of experience in the areas of economy and didactics.

Foreign language training
Communication training
Specialist translations

Since nuances are vital in translation as
well, we successfully cooperate with native speakers to translate your contracts,
websites and brochures into any European
language.
Call us to learn more about blinckmann languages and marketing and our services.
We look forward to meeting you.
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Communication
training

Foreign language
training

accent Fachübersetzungen

Presentation
Facilitation

Learning and improving foreign languages

Translations

Successful
presentation
Successful
facilitation

Individual training
for specialists and
managers
Group lessons with
four to six participants
Support on short
notice for special
challenges
Learning English
on site in England
(partner school)

Translations
Certified
translations
Specialist
translations
Proofreading
& editing

English
Spanish
French
Portuguese
Hungarian
Italian 		
German as a 		
foreign language

All European
languages
Other languages
on request

German
English

Our offering

Our strengths

blinckmann languages and marketing offers communication and language training customised to your needs
and provided on site in your company. We support
clients from industry and trade, as well as authorities
and service providers in the globalised business world.

Our strengths are in personal, trustworthy and
customised support. We have accompanied
many of our participants in their progress with
foreign languages for years.

Communication training
Are you wondering how to customise a presentation to
your target group and subject?
Are you aiming to successfully implement change processes with your team? Successful facilitation may be a
decisive factor for success. Are you still looking for the
right instruments to implement this?
We support you in achieving your goals.
Customised foreign language training
Do you have an internationally aligned company that
wants to provide language qualification for its employees?
This is our specialisation. Let us develop a customised
concept for you.
accent Fachübersetzungen
accent Fachübersetzungen has been a reliable partner
for translations into any European language since 1986.
accent Fachübersetzungen became part of blinckmann languages and marketing in 2015, complementing our service range for foreign-language communication.

Individual further training
We engage in a dialogue with our clients to
develop lesson concepts that are tailored precisely to each company‘s needs. We analyse
the education demand beforehand in thorough
tests and interviews.
Practice-oriented exercise
We offer preparation for presentations, customer visits and multi-cultural meetings. We
provide practice for business correspondence
and phone calls. We want to enable our participants to securely and effectively represent their
companies even in a foreign language.
Intercultural communication
Communication goes beyond grammar. Our
lessons consider intercultural customs and
mentalities in your conversation partners‘ home
countries as well.
Sustainable learning
We design our training and lesson materials to
enable participants to reactivate their acquired knowledge even after extended breaks.
We monitor success in the form of final tests
and regular reports to document learning
progress.

